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FAAWA   ASTROLOGY CATALOGUE-      UPDATED DECEMBER 2018    HOUSED AT 3 ELIZABETH STREET BAYSWATER

A FA Tables of Houses - Placidus 
System

Adams, Evangeline Astrology: Your Place in the Sun
Adams, Evangeline Astrology: Your Place among the 

Stars
Addey, john Harmonic Astrology Explores the principles of harmonics, a concept in which 

the author was a pioneer. Addey shares his results of 
significant research that includes: Charts of delinquents 
Michel Gauquelin's revolutionary findings Astrology and 
genetics Astrological indicators of doctors Father's Moon 
position as it relates to children Hindu astrology Degree 
areas. 

Addey, John Astrology Reborn Being the Second C.E.O. Carter Memorial Lecture 
Delivered at the Astrological Association Conference, 
Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge, September, 1971 

Aharoni, Ruth Karmic Astrology This one-of-a-kind book explores spiritual attraction and 
explains why we choose a certain mate, what can be done 
to attract the right mate, and how we can improve our 
present relationships with friends, family members, and a 
lover or spouse. You'll gain an awareness of your past life 
connections 

Al-Biruni The Book of Instruction Al-Biruni was an astrologer and a scholar. Living in the 
Middle East, he was able to interact with both Hindus and 
Arabs. Translated into English, this book is one of the rare, 
pre-Rennaissance texts that's been available to 20th 
Century astrologers. It's also a classic work of Arabic 
astrology, written by a true master. 

Alexander, Roy The Astrology of Choice A Counseling Approach 
Allen, D and C Halley
Allen, D and C Focus on Pluto
American Federation of Astrology Tables of houses compiled by Astro 

Numeric Services
Appleby, Derek Horary Astrology
Arroyo, Stephen Relationship of Life Cycles Book on synastry, is easy to understand with a 

comprehensive writing style more like a seminar than a 
text book. This book covers lots of topics and dynamics 
with ease as well as having a psychological and human 
slant on most of the analysis and case studies to match. 

Arroyo, Stephen Astrology, Karma & Transformation Explosive insights into the birth chart based on its karmic/
transformative points. 

Arroyo, Stephen The Practice and Profession of 
Astrology

Arroyo, Stephen New Insights in Modern Astrology 
and Chart Interpretation

Shows how to develop reliable, in-depth interpretations for 
any birth chart. 

Astro Numeric Services Table of Houses - Koch System
Astrological Society Synastry
Avery, Jeanne Astrology and your Past Lives Understanding your previous incarnations can turn into a 

fascinating journey of self-discovery and healing. You can 
gain insight into destructive habits that may have begun in 
a past life. 

Baigent, Michael Mundane Astrology
Bailey, Alice Esoteric Astrology
Bailey, E. H. The Prenatal Epoch As to the various goodies in this book, the prenatal epoch 

is a factor in rectification, twins & multiple births, and 
birth defects. It can also be used with directions, primary 
directions & more. Which amounts to an entire school of 
astrology. 

Baker, Douglas The Seven Rays
Baker, Dr Douglas Aries Rising
Barclay, Olivia Horary Astrology Rediscovered The work of noted experts throughout history, such as 

Manilus, Al Biruni, Cardan, Antigonus, and William Lilly, 
among others, perfectly compliments Barclay's text. More 
than 25 charts and graphs illustrate planetary rulerships, 
planetary movements, fortitudes and debilities of planets, 
and answers to questions 

Bartolet, Sam Eclipses and Lunations in Astrology
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Baum, Laurie A. Astrological Secrets for the New 
Millenium

This amazing book holds the key. With compassion, 
understanding, and humor, professional astrologer and 
psychotherapist Laurie A. Baum prepares you to take 
charge of your destiny. For each sign of the Zodiac, you 
will learn what the new millennium has to offer you. 

Beckman, Howard An Introduction toVedic Astrology
Behari,Bepin Planets in the Signs and Houses
Bell, Lynn Cycles of Light A transcript of a seminar given for the Centre for 

Psychological Astrology, brings a fresh yet profound 
approach to solar returns, rooted firmly in astrological 
tradition yet enriched with the sophistication of modern 
astrological and psychological perspectives. There is an 
Appendix including many further examples of the 
application of solar returns to actual lives. 

Bennett, Jane & McIntosh, Craig A Handbook of Astrology for 
Australia & New Zealand

Bhat, Ramakrishna M. Essentials of Horary Astrology or 
Prasnapadavi

Provides an insight into the importance of astrology, viz. 
natal, electional and horary, as well as deals with other 
dimensions of this science such as spirituality, spiritualism, 
Ayurveda, transmigration of souls, thought-reading, 
dreams, temples and its rituals and effects of particular 
sins. 

Bills, Rex e. The Rulereship Book It is the only place where all sign, planetary and house 
rulerships have been brought together and put in a good 
workable order. It is organized in such a way that one can 
use the book for quick and easy reference, and it eliminates 
the need to search through various other volumes. In four 
parts: an alphabetical listing, a listing by planets, a listing 
by signs, a listing by houses. Plus an Appendix with 
special listings: principal bones of the body, principal veins 
of the body, chart of an organization, flavors and 
handwriting forms 

Birbeck, Lyn The Astrological Oracle
Bobrick, Benson The Fated Sky Serious history of astrology and taking a fascinating look 

at its origins and impact on human events. 

Bradley, Donald A. Solar & Lunar Returns
Brady, Bernadette Fixed Stars Offers astrologers: Paran Maps and Star Phases for over 60 

stars; new insights into the natal use of fixed stars, as well 
as their use in mundane astrology; extensive appendices of 
Heliacal Rising and Acronychal Setting graphs and tables 
so that, for any given location, the dates of these risings 
and settings can be found; a list of 176 stars with their 21st 
century Ptolemaic precessed positions versus their 
commonly-considered positions based on Ulugh Beg's 
methods. 

Brady, Bernadette The Eagle and the Lark Predictive astrology. Covers new technique, concepts and 
methods necessary for making accurate astrological 
predictions. Learn to reveal the future and put various 
aspects of life into perspective. 

Brady, Bernadette Astrology: A Place in Chaos Brady maps astrology to chaos theory to produce "chaotic 
astrology." The result is an insight into fate, freewill and 
the nature of astrology itself implying that it is neither a 
science nor a religion, and suggests instead that astrology 
is an instrument of chaos, a fertile and pragmatic tool for 
understanding the patterns of life. 

Brady, Bernadette Star and Planet Combinations Offers detailed interpretations of an individual's natal 
heliacal rising and setting stars--stars that yield insight into 
the nature of one's soul and spiritual path. Additionally 
provides a comprehensive listing of the meaning of every 
star when combined with all the planets and nodal axis, for 
natal as well as predictive use. 

Brau, Jean-Louis &Weaver, H & 
Edmands. A

Larousse Encyclopaedia of 
Astrology

Bucke, Richard, M. Cosmic Consciousness A Study in the Evolution of the Human Mind 
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Bunker, Dusty Numerology, Astrology & Dreams Examines the interrelationships between numerology, 
astrology and dreams. Using numerology, she shows you 
how to discover your Personal Year Cycles and interpret 
the types of dreams you are likely to have during these 
important and predictable life cycles. She also reveals the 
meanings of numbers and their corresponding geometric 
symbols when they appear in dreams. 

Burmyn, Kynne Planets in Combination
Burt, Kathleen Archetypes of the Zodiac The technique offered in this book is based upon the 

incorporation of the esoteric rulers of the signs & the 
integration of their polar opposites. This technique has 
been very successful in helping the client or reader modify 
existing negative energies in a horoscope so as to improve 
the quality of his or her life & the understanding of his or 
her psyche. There is special focus in this huge 
comprehensive volume on the myths for each sign. Some 
signs may have as many as four different myths coming 
from all parts of the world, all are discussed. Leans to 
Jungian Archetypes. 

Campion, Nicholas Book of World Horoscopes
Campion, Nicholas A History of Western Astrology: Vol 

1. The Ancient World
Campion examines the foundation of modern astrology in 
the medieval and Renaissance worlds. Spanning the period 
between the collapse of classical astrology in the fifth 
century and the rise of popular astrology on the web in the 
twentieth, Campion challenges the historical convention 
that astrology flourished only between the twelfth and 
seventeenth centuries. 

Campion, Nicholas A History of Western Astrology: V II. 
The Medieval and Modern World

Comprehensively charts Western astrology from 30,000 
BCE up to the 17th century, with particular focus on its 
magical, political and apocalyptic movements and use in 
everyday life throughout history. This is the first 
comprehensive examination of astrology's origins and 
examines the foundations of a major feature of popular 
culture in the contemporary west, one which has its origins 
in the ancient world. Campion explores the relationship 
between astrology and religion, magic and science, and 
explores its use in politics and the arts in a fascinating and 
readable fashion. The book's scope and depth is greater 
than any other comparable text. Beginning with theories of 
the origins of religion in sun-worship, it spans the period 
between the first Palaeolithic lunar counters around 
30,000BC and the end of the classical world and rise of 
Christianity. 

Campion, Nicholas Introduction to the History of 
Astrology

Campion, Nicholas The Book of World Horoscopes
Carter, Charles E. Essays on the Foundations of 

Astrology
Carter turns his attention to fundamentals. Why the planets 
are what they are. How the Sun differs from the Moon. 
How Jupiter and Mercury are interrelated. Having had his 
fill of aspects in terms of the planets, in this book Carter 
tells us of aspects in terms of signs and the elements they 
represent. 

Carter, Charles E. The Principles of Astrology These are explained in such a manner so that the student 
can integrate the varied and often conflicting factors into a 
sound judgment. 

Carter, Charles E. The Astrology of Accidents While the number of individual cases are limited, Carter is 
able to determine critical degree areas. New in this edition, 
a list of local influences derived from Carter's work, and a 
useful index. This book was first published in 1932 

Carter, Charles E. The Astrology of Aspects 930. Carter was one of the outstanding British astrologers 
of the century. This is a treatise in some detail on the 36 
possible combinations of the Sun, the Moon and the seven 
known planets 

Carter, Charles E. Encyclopaedia of Psychological 
Astrology

Sometimes known as Carter's Little Green Book. Always 
surprising, sometimes witty, this is one of the great books 
of the 20th century. Charles E.O. Carter (1887 - 1968) was 
one of the outstanding British astrologers of the 20th 
century. 

Chambertin, Ilya All about Libra
Choudhry,VK How to study Divisional Charts
Choudhry,VK How to Identify Significant 

Events(Through Transits)
Choudhry,VK Impact of Ascending Signs
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Choudhry,VK System’s Approach for Interpreting 
Horoscopes

Choudhry,VK Predictive Techniques and the 
Application of Astrological 
Remedial Measures

Clark, Brian The Sibling Constellation
Clark, Brian Keys to Understanding Chiron
Clark, Brian Secondary Progressions
Clarke, Brian Planets in Retrograde
Cole, Robert The Book of Houses An astrological guide to the harvest cycle in Human Life. 
Coleman, Mary E. Success Signs Provides twelve detailed personality profiles in which the 

author analyses the typical behaviour, best career choices, 
potential for success, problem areas and life changes for 
each of the sun signs of the zodiac. 

Coleman, Mary E. How to Astro Analyse Yourself and 
Others

Coleman, Mary E. Astro-Pick your Perfect Partner
Cornelius, Geoffrey The Moment of Astrology It not only reshapes the view of astrology that astrologers 

might have; it challenges the entire notion of what 
constitutes knowing and knowledge in our civilisation. It 
shows that astrology is not only important in and of itself, 
but also for what it reveals about the nature of truth and 
our experience in general. (Robert Hand). 

Cornell, Howard L. Encyclopaedia if Medical Astrology 
Vol. I.

Crawford E. A. & Kennedy, Teresa Chinese Elementary Astrology
Crummere, Maria Elise Sun Sign Revelations
Culpeper, Nicholas Astrological Judgement of 

Diseases
Nicholas Culpeper (1616 - 1654), is best known today for 
his English Physician, a comprehensive guide to the 
medicinal uses of native plants and herbs, the first such 
book published in English. Culpeper, a Puritan, was the 
son of a clergyman. In 1634 he spent a year at Cambridge, 
where he learned Greek and Latin, which enabled him to 
study old medical texts. He was apprenticed to an 
apothecary and started his formal practice in Spitalfields, 
London, around 1640. Culpeper supported the 
Parliamentary side in the English Civil War, suffering a 
severe chest wound in 1643. After recovering he returned 
to his medical practice in London, where he established a 
reputation as an outstanding healer. War wounds combined 
with overwork led to his death by exhaustion in 1654, aged 
37. According to his widow, he left behind some 70 
unfinished manuscripts. Astrological Judgement of 
Diseases from the Decumbiture of the Sick, was published 
posthumously. This book is the astrological companion to 
his better-known English Physician. In this book is the 
distilled experience of a very busy practitioner. The text, 
while newly reset, retains the spelling and punctuation of 
the original. 

Cummings, Connie Solar Returns
Cunningham, Donna Healing Pluto Problems
Cunningham, Donna Astrology & Vibrational Healing
Cunningham, Donna Moon Signs: The Key to your Inner 

Life
Cunningham, Donna The Moon in Your Life: Being a 

Lunar Type in a Solar World
Cunningham, Donna An Astrological Guide to Self 

Awareness
Davidson, Ronald C. The Technique of Prediction
Davis, Geraldine Horary Astrology
Davis, Martin Astrolocality Astrology A Guide to What It Is and How to Use It 
Davison, Ronald The Technique of Prediction
Davison, Ronald Synastry The primary advantage in Davidsons approach is that, 

since a chart is drawn from a date time and place, this can 
be progressed like any other chart. Unlike Townleys 

De Luce, Robert Horary Astrology
De Vore, Nicholas Encyclopaedia of Astrology
Dione, Arthur Jungian Birth Charts
Dixon, Jeane Yesterday, Today & Forever
Doane, Doris C. A New Age Conversation A Psychiatrist and an Astrologer Exchange Ideas 
Dobyns, Zipporah P. & Roof, Nancy The Astrologer's Casebook
Donath, Emma B. Approximate Positions of the 

Asteroids
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Dreyer, Ronnie Gale Indian Astrology
Ebertin & Hoffman Fixed Stars Like Ptolemy's astronomical handbook, Almagest, this is 

the basis for much of the current information on fixed 
stars. Modern astrologers recognized that fixed stars carry 
an influence into the horoscope if conjunction a natal 
planet by longitude and even more so if by latitude. A 
prominent star on the Ascendant or Midheaven is said to be 
an indication of recognition achieved in the lifetime. The 
character of the star indicates the kind of influence the 
aspect will have. This book contains 73 major stars and 
describes their essential nature. 

Ebertin, Reinhold The Combination of Stellar 
Influences

Ebertin, Reinhold Transits (missing June 14)
Ebertin, Reinhold Directions
Ebertin, Reinhold Applied Cosmobiology
Edis, Freda The God Between
Efrin, Laurie How to Rectify your Birth Chart
Ehresman, N & Albaugh,S The Saturn Return
Elenbaas, Virginia Focus on Pluto
Epstein, Alan Psychodynamics of Inconjunctions The Semi-Sextile and Quincunx 
Epstein, Ruth Aspects at a Glance
Evans, Jane A. Twelve Doors to the Soul
Fairfield, Gail Choice Centered Astrology A practical approach that provides basics for understanding 

astrological charts. Shows you how to utilize astrology to 
make the most of your life and gives clear examples of in-
depth, choice-centered interpretations of aspects, houses, 
planets, and signs. Whether you are a novice, 
knowledgeable student, or professional in the field, you 
will find this book useful. 

Fenton, Sasha The Planets
Fenton, Sasha Moon Signs
Fenton, Sasha How to Read your Signs
Forrest, Steven The Inner Sky Assuming intelligence, motivation and ignorance of the 

subject on the reader's part, the book introduces all the 
astrological basics--signs, planets, houses, aspects--and 
pulls them together in a strategy for synthesis. 

Forrest, Steven The Changing Sky Transits, progressions and how to put it all together. 
Forrest, Steven Pluto
Frawley, David Astrology of the Seers A Guide to Vedic/Hindu Astrology 
Frawley, David Astrology of the Seers: Vedic 

Astrology
Frawley, John The Real Astrology The astrology that is ubiquitous today is quite different 

from astrology as practised throughout almost all of its 
long history. The dilute and distorted version with which 
we are so familiar is not the study that has fascinated so 
many of the finest minds in our culture with its intellectual 
depth and practical precision. John Frawley provides a 
searching - and often hilarious - critique of modern 
astrology, and a detailed introduction to all the main 
branches of the traditional craft. 

Frawley, John The Real Astrology Applied This collection of notes and essays handles in greater depth 
subjects raised in The Real Astrology. Written by a 
contemporary master of traditional practice, it elucidates 
both technical matters and significant points of the 
philosophy that forms the basis of the practical craft. As in 
The Real Astrology, the author demonstrates his gift for 
presenting complex ideas simply, clearly and with a 
sparkling wit that makes this book as entertaining as it is 
instructive. 

Gadbury, John The Doctrine of Nativities
Gadbury, John A Collection of Nativities This book represents an authentic reproduction of the text 

as printed by the original publisher. While we have 
attempted to accurately maintain the integrity of the 
original work, there are sometimes problems with the 
original work or the micro-film from which the books were 
digitized. This can result in errors in reproduction. Possible 
imperfections include missing and blurred pages, poor 
pictures, markings and other reproduction issues beyond 
our control. Because this work is culturally important, we 
have made it available 

Garcia Marquez, Gabriel Book of Notable Births
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Garcia, Mari An Ancient Art in the Modern World Published lectures given at the Australis 1997 Congress 
held in Adelaide, South Australia. Material includes both 
traditional and mythical astrology. 

Garrison, Cal The Astrology of 2012 and Beyond In October 2007, a new phenomenon appeared in the sky, 
was named the Comet Holmes, and is being claimed and 
acclaimed by the Hopi Nation as the Blue Star of their 
prophecy. The Blue Star is the harbinger. Between now and 
somewhere in 2013-2014, when the Red Star appears, 
great shifts in human consciousness will continue. With the 
fulfillment of the Mayan Long Count calendar in 2012 and 
the appearance of the Red Star, many are predicting that 
human consciousness will rise to the next level. Although 
there may be catastrophic events associated with this 
period, and life as we know it will surely change, if we do 
the work, this will not be the Apocalypse. In The Astrology 
of 2012 and Beyond, Garrison explores the changing sky, 
starting with the movement of Pluto into Capricorn, a 
region it hasn't inhabited since 1733. It's revolutionary 
times coming for individuals, governments, and the planet. 
Garrison draws on traditional astrology and her 
understanding of the Hopi prophecies and their 
relationship to the Mayan 2012 predictions, as well as the 
ending of the 13,000 year masculine kundalini cycle, to 
offer practical advice and information that will help us 
evolve through the next four years, including what to 
expect during the nearly inevitable polar shift. 

Gauquelin, Michel Cosmic Influences on Human 
Behaviour

Dr Gauquelin discovered in studying the birth of 25,000 
European professionals listed in "Who's Who", that certain 
planets were found more frequently at the rising or 
culminating positions in the horoscope. For example, Mars 
ascended or culminated in the case of athletes with the 
probability against chance distribution ranging from 1 in 
50,000 to 1 in 1,000,000. This work has been 
internationally recognised as the most important scientific 
support that Astrology has ever received. Dr Gauquelin has 
validated the existence of a correlation between the state of 
the solar system and human experience. 

Geddes, Sheila Astrology and Health The ancients routinely linked the signs of the zodiac with 
their healing practices. Modern herbalists and 
homeopathists descend from this tradition, but all too often 
have forgotten the rich lore of astrological data at their 
disposal. Now Geddes recaptures this information, 
demonstrating the cosmic dimension in modern medicine. 
Beginning with sun signs, she shows how each human type 
has its individual needs for health and healing. 

Gilbert, Adrian Signs in the Sky Gilbert takes the Biblical prophecy about signs in the sky 
heralding the end of the age and the birth of a new one, to 
mean the movement and position of the constellations. He 
explores the significance of the constellation Orion by 
investigating its importance in ancient Egypt, in other 
kingdoms of the Middle East and in esoteric knowledge 

Goldstein-Jacobson, Ivy.M. Simplified Horary Astrology
Goodavage, Joseph Write your own Horoscope
Goodman, Linda Love Signs Offers compelling insight and advice for every zodiac sign 

--and the compatibility of each with all eleven others. 
Lively, entertaining, and informative, this book will help 
you better understand your mate and your relationship. 

Goodman, Linda Sun Signs Elaborates on each sun sign in different phases of life (eg 
Cancer as a child, Cancer as a woman, boss, & employee). 

Goodman, Linda Relationship Signs
Good,GP Manilus Astronomica
Granite, Robert H. The Fortunes of Astrology
Greaves, Doris Astrological Reference Manual for 

Australasia
Greaves, Doris Regulus Ebertin Cosmobiology 

Beyond 2000
Greaves, Doris Cosmobiology: A Modern Approach 

to Astrology
Greaves, Stirling & Greaves & 
Stirling & Black

Astrology under the Southern 
Cross

Deploying the Southern Hemisphere star specific, 
comprehensive astrological guidelines are emphasized on a 
passage of time till 2002 mostly. 
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Green, Jeff Pluto n Vol I. Pluto's House, Sign, and Polarity Point -A 
complete description of the meaning of Pluto in each 
House and Sign -Pluto in Aspect to other planets -Pluto in 
Transits, Progressions, and Solar Returns -Pluto and the 
four natural evolutionary conditions -Pluto Retrograde. 

Green, Jeffrey W. Pluto Vol II.
Green, Jeffrey W. Uranus
Greene, Liz Relating
Greene, Liz Astrology for Lovers Comprehensive astrological guide to life, relationships and 

lovers. A seminal guide to learning how to interpret the 
subtle and not-so subtle attributes of both your own and 
your partner's astrological sign in order to create a better 
understanding of one another 

Greene, Liz Saturn Traces the character of this most important planet through 
sign, house, aspect, synastry, and its role in mythology. 
Greene offers a brilliant analysis of Saturn to reveal the 
face of the "Initiator" who, for the price of our honesty, 
offers us greater consciousness, self-understanding, and, 
eventually, freedom. 

Greene, Liz The Astrology of Fate
Greene, Liz The Outer Planets & Their Cycles
Greene, Liz Neptune Manages to skilfully reveal the complex and nebulous 

meanings of Neptune through the use of myth, psychology, 
astrology, history, insight, and compassion 

Greene, Liz Star Signs for Lovers
Greene, Liz The Astrology of Fate
Greene, Liz & Arroyo Stephen The Jupiter/Saturn Conference 

Lectures
Greene, Liz & Sasportas, Howard The Development of the 

Personality
This first volume focuses on psychological complexes and 
astrological factors that encompass issues from childhood. 
Includes: stages of childhood, the parental marriage, sub 
personalities, and puer and senex. 

Greene, Liz & Sasportas, Howard The Luminaries The Psychology of the Sun and Moon in the Horoscope 
Greene, Liz & Sasportas, Howard Dynamics of the Unconscious Combining the symbolism of astrology with that of 

psychology, the authors show you how to understand 
depression, the quest for the sublime, the astrology and 
psychology of aggression, and alchemical symbolism for 
tracking life changes. Charts. Reading list. 

Greene, Liz & Sasportas, Howard The Inner Planets
Haines Sargent, Lois How to handle your Human 

relationships
Hall, Judy The Hades Moon Pluto in Aspect to the Moon 

Hamaker- Zondag, Karen Aspects & Personality Its main feature is a delineation of all major aspects (the 
geometric relationships between planets). Interpretations 
are clear, psychologically observant and non-dogmatic; 

Hamaker- Zondag, Karen The Twelfth House
Hameker-Zondag, Karen Foundations of Personality Combining Elements, Crosses, and Houses With Jungian 

Psychological Concepts in Horoscope Interpretation 
Hameker-Zondag, Karen The Yod Book
Hand, Robert Essays on Astrology This book presents a comprehensive look at the various 

essays of this very important author. As a reference book, 
Essays on Astrology is an invaluable resource. Some 
articles written several years ago, such as The Ascendant, 
Midheaven and Vertex in Extreme Latitudes, have been 
extremely hard to find. Still others are printed here for the 
very first time making this not only a reprint of Robert 
Hand's previous works, but an important addition to the 
study of astrology. 

Hand, Robert Planets in Composite
Hand, Robert Planets in Youth
Hand, Robert Horoscope Symbols Takes you beyond your present conception of astrology 

into a whole new realm of understanding and to the 
fundamental principles that underlie astrology, beyond 
overemphasis on signs to the primacy of planets and 
angles. Although Hand assumes little prior knowledge of 
astrology, the more you know, the more you will get out of 
this book 
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Hand, Robert Planets in Transit The  definitive work on transiting planets. It's 
psychological insight and it's completeness as a reference 
book have brought Robert Hand recognition as the leading 
astrologer of his generation 

Hand-Clow, Barbara Chiron: Rainbow Bridge
Harding, Michael & Harvey, Charles Working with Astrology
Harkness, Dennis M. Nakshatras: Lunar Mansions of 

Vedic Astrology
Harvey, Charles Thorsons Principles of Astrology
Hastings, Nancy, A. Time to Remember: Secondary 

Progressions
Hathaway, Edith Navigating by the Stars This book provides a clear introduction to the how, where 

and when of astrology. It presents reliable timing and 
relocation tools, using the Uranian system, with its 
preference for Meridian houses and equatorial ascendants; 
also, cyclical patterns, solar arcs, planetary returns, 
secondary progressed quarti-lunar charts and 
Astrocartography maps 

Hawthorne, David Astrology for Life: 
How to be your own Vedic 
Astrologer)

Heindel, Max The Message of the Stars Danish-American mystic and astrologer MAX HEINDEL 
(1865-1919) is considered by some the greatest Western 
spiritualist of the 20th century, and with the aid of his wife, 
research assistant, and fellow occultist AUGUSTA FOSS 
HEINDEL (1865-1949), he helped develop the modern 
teachings of the esoteric Christian philosophy of 
Rosicrucianism. Here, in this 1918 work, the Heindels 
examine the art of astrology through this lens of this 
mysterious strain of mysticism that connects humanity to 
the stars. You'll learn... . why the human body reacts to the 
vibrations of the planets that we interpret as astrology . 
how to interpret the complex influence of the planets on 
each of the signs of the zodiac . how the zodiacal signs 
affect human health, and which signs rule which parts of 
the body . how a healer can ensure his vibrations will 
complement his patient's for maximum therapeutic impact . 
how horoscopes can diagnose disease 

Hickey, Isabel Astrology, A cosmic Science
Heindel, Max Simplified Scientific Astrology: How 

to chart your horoscope
Danish-American mystic and astrologer MAX HEINDEL 
(1865-1919), developer of the modern teachings of the 
esoteric Christian philosophy of Rosicrucianism, is 
considered by some the greatest Western spiritualist of the 
20th centur. He offers a simple and practical method of 
casting horoscopes that brings the art and craft within the 
realm of anyone who can do basic math. 

Hill, Lynda The Sabian Symbols as an Oracle In essence an oracle is a tool that allows a conversation 
with divine forces. They give us signposts and maps so that 
we can make better, more informed choices in life. In truth, 
we have the answers to the questions we ask inside of us; 
however we often need the answers to come through a 
vehicle outside of ourselves. Sabian Symbol Oracle gives 
us a direct route into issues that reflect our modern era. 

Hodgson, J Astrology, the Scared Science
Hofman, Oscar Classical Medical Astrology Healing with the Elements. A treasure chest of traditional 

medical astrology is opened in the modern age, explaining 
methods for diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment in a clear, 
practical fashion. 

Holmes, Erica One the track of the Sabian 
Symbols

Hone, Margaret Applied Astrology (I)
Hone, Margaret E. The Modern Textbook of Astrology: 

Revised Ed
This book was designed to be the best possible teaching 
text-book. 

Huber, B The Astrological Houses
Huber, Bruno and Louise Moon - Node Astrology
Hughes, R.A The Sun and Moon Polarity in your Horoscope
Ibn Izra, Abraham The Beginning of Wisdom
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Ideman, Richard Through the Looking Glass Teaches us how to look at the natal chart to gain rich, new 
insight into our deepest nature - the hidden agendas, 
childhood patterns and the belief systems that invariably 
shape our lives and relationships. Combining the 
symbolism of astrology, mythology and Jungian 
psychology, he teaches us how to break free of the 
entrenched attitudes that limit and restrict us. Above all, 
Idemon provides new depth and dimension to the 
understanding of the most important aspect of our lives - 
how we reach out and interact with others. He tells us that 
the important people in our lives are like looking glasses - 
mirrors of our unfolding process toward a fuller 
consciousness. By looking into these mirrors we can 
transform ourselves and thus change the relationships 
which are so important to us. 

Ideman, Richard The magic Thread For centuries, philosophers, alchemists and psychologists 
have been intrigued and fascinated by the intricacies of the 
labyrinth as a metaphor for human experience. Richard 
Idemon sees the birth chart, a symbol of inherent universal 
order, as a labyrinth—a logical but complicated and 
elusive structure. The interwoven symbols in the 
horoscope are made up of a single thread that, when 
unravelled—like the magic thread of Ariadne—lead us 
through the maze to the heart of the chart and our own 
nature. 

Jansky, Robert C. Interpreting the Eclipses
Jansky, Robert C. Synastry
Johnstone, Caitlin The Complete Book of Astrology
Jones, Marc Edmund The Guide to Horoscope 

Interpretation
Jones, Marc Edmund How to Live with the Stars In essence an oracle is a tool that allows a conversation 

with divine forces. They give us signposts and maps so that 
we can make better, more informed choices in life. In truth, 
we have the answers to the questions we ask inside of us; 
however we often need the answers to come through a 
vehicle outside of ourselves. Sabian Symbol Oracle gives 
us a direct route into issues that reflect our modern era. 

Jones, Marc, Edmunds Guide to Horoscope Interpretation
Jones, Marc, Edmunds Horary Astrology
Jones, Mark, Edmund Astrology: How and Why it Works
Justason, Barbara Astrological Sex Signs
Kaye, Doris Your astrological Guide to Nutrition
Kayhle, Alexandra Astrology Made Practical
Kenton, Warren Celestial Mirror This is a great issue in the Art and Imagination series it 

gives insights that will help you with self discovery and 
how Astrology works with a persons evolution or 
unfoldment and setbacks 

Kidson,Roderick The Magic of the Stars
Kimmel, Eleonora Fundamentals of Cosmobiology Ms. Kimmel's first book on cosmobiology. If you have 

studied Ebertin's works, Ms. Kimmel is a more modern 
and American cosmobiologist, German by birth. She has 
been on the board of the AFA for a long time, so, you know 
she is a serious astrologer. 

Kimmel, Eleonora Traditional Tables of Houses or 
Northern Latitudes

King, Teri Your Child and the Zodiac Offers every parent a down to earth advice. on how to raise 
children according to their Star Signs . 

Koch & Schaeck Birthplace Tables of Houses of 
Northern Latitudes

Krishamurti, K.S. Casting the Horoscope.
LaBarr The New Astrology
Law, Donald Astrology, Palistry and Dreams
Law, Donald The Essential Dignities
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Lehman, Dr J. Lee The Martial Art of Astrology Horary astrology shares with martial arts training the 
teaching of a combination of method and intuition. In both, 
repetitive practice results not merely in good technique, but 
ultimately in Art that goes beyond all technique. Horary 
possesses this martial quality because it is the only branch 
of Astrology that functions exclusively in the moment. 
Because Horary is immediate, its skills must be sharper, 
and cut deeper. The purpose of this work is to present the 
technique of Horary, viewed through the lens of Western 
Classical Astrology. 

Lehman, Dr J. Lee Essential Dignities
Lehman, Dr J. Lee The Book of Rulerships First and foremost, this is a reference book on rulerships; 

second, this is a classical concordance. Although 
astrological works dating from the seventeenth century and 
earlier lack explanations or discussions of the methods of 
assigning rulerships, we know that rulerships were 
assigned, and continue to be assigned, right up to the 
present moment, as new concepts/things are invented/
discovered. Dr. Lehman examines how this process was 
really practiced in the classical period to give us insights 
into how to proceed today. 

Lehman, Dr J. Lee Classical Astrology for Modern 
Living

Using methods developed by ancient Astrologers, Lee 
Lehman works to strengthen techniques used by 
Astrologers today. The task of Classical Astrology today is 
twofold: to recover these techniques and to evaluate and 
understand them within a modern context. She presents 
both techniques and the logic behind them to radically 
improve all Astrology, regardless of whether the 
practitioner chooses to adopt a Classical or Neo-Classical 
approach. She analyses the charts of several famous people 
and events to demonstrate the techniques and their 
effectiveness. 

Leinbach, Esther V. Degrees of the Zodiac
Lemesurier, Peter Gospel of the Stars The  cycle of the ages - where a particular zodiac sign 

dominates the world for about 2200 years, moving in 
retrograde, affecting religion, then culture, and then history 
interpretation. Now it's changing from Pisces to Aquarius. 
The author also articulates well.as Piscean and Aquarian 
Ages (and so on) from this book. Gives new perspective on 
contents of the Christian Bible. 

Leo, Alan Art of Synthesis
Leo, Alan Mars Leo explains the power of Mars over the zodiac-and over 

the human spirit- from its sway over the conscience to its 
command of the passions. How does Mars stimulate greed, 
stir the martial senses, and inspire rage? 

Leo, Alan Saturn Being the substance of a Course of Public Lectures 
delivered before the Astrological Society in January to 
March, 1916. 

Leo, Alan Casting the Horoscope. Astrology 
for All. Part II

Leo, Alan Horary Astrology
Leo, Alan The Progressed Horoscope
Leo, Alan Jupiter Being the substance of a Course of Public Lectures 

delivered before the Astrological Society in January to 
March, 1916. 

Leo, Alan Dictionary of Astrology
Lewi, Grant Heaven Knows What Interprets the influence of the Sun and Moon positions at 

birth and describes the effects of every possible planetary 
aspect in language designed for the modern readers. 

Lewi, Grant Astrology for the Millions How would you like to be able to cast an astrology chart 
and interpret it in a mere 15 minutes? 

Lewis, James R. Astrology Encyclopaedia
Libra C. Aq Astrology, it's Techniques & Ethics
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Lilley, William Christian Astrology - Book 1 & 2 The most famous, the most celebrated astrology book in 
the English language first published in 1647. The Horary 
Astrology in these pages, in the hands of a master is 
demanding and precise, combining science and art. 
Properly used, it will give answer to any well-defined 
question. William Lilly, famous throughout England for his 
almanacs & forecasts. This new edition restores Lilly's 
original page layouts, with marginalia. Modern spelling 
throughout, this edition includes Lilly's bibliography, his 
original index & a new glossary. Also includes his original 
woodblock charts, and their modern versions. This is 
Lilly's great work as he himself knew it. In this volume: 
Book 1, An Introduction to Astrology, containing the use of 
an ephemeris; the erecting of a scheme of heaven; nature 
of the twelve signs of the Zodiac, of the planets; with a 
most easy introduction to the whole art of astrology. Book 
2, The Resolution of All Manner of Questions, by a most 
methodical way, instructs the student how to judge or 
resolve all manner of questions contingent unto man, viz, 
of health, sickness, riches, marriage, preferment, journeys, 
etc. Some 35 questions inserted and judged 

Lilley, William Christian Astrology - Volume 3
Lilley, William An Introduction to Astrology First published in 1647, as Christian Astrology, this is one 

of the best known post-classical works on Astrology. the 
present edition, heavily edited by 'Zadkiel,' was released 
under the current title in 1852. As the planet Uranus 
('Hershel'), discovered in 1781, is mentioned throughout, 
and Neptune, discovered in 1846, is not, we can bracket 
the date of composition of the revised edition to the 
mid-19th century. Horary Astrology, the subject of this 
book, interprets planetary positions to answer a wide range 
of questions, from lost dogs and stolen fish, to the death of 
kings 

Lilley, William Christian Astrology Book 3 n this book you may learn: . How to determine the Hyleg, 
or Apheta, the Prorogator of Life. . How to determine 
intelligence, stature, shape and complexion of the native. . 
If the native will be rich, and, if so, whether by fair means 
or foul. . The illnesses he may suffer, if he may die a 
violent death. . Of Marriage: The number and kinds of 
spouses, where they may come from, if there will be 
children or not, and if so, an idea of their number. . The 
kind of career best suited to the native, and much more. In 
the section on Directions and Forecasting, Lilly gives 
comprehensive interpretations for Primary Directions, 
Solar Returns and Profections. The book concludes with a 
priceless analysis of the Nativity of an English Merchant, 
including more than twenty years of forecasts, up to the 
time that Lilly judged to be the end of the man's natural 
life. 

Lionnet, Annie The Astrology Directory
Llewellyn, George A-Z Horoscope Maker and 

Delineator
Offers the more advanced astrologer an excellent reference 
work for calculating and analysing transits, progressions, 
rectifications, and creating locality charts. 

Louis, A The Art of Forecasting using Solar 
Returns

In-depth and very thorough study of the technique of 
forecasting using Solar Returns. Clear examples and many 
case histories. 

Lorie, Peter Nostradamus
Lundsted, B Astrological Insights into 

Personality
Includes comprehensive description of all astrological 
signs, aspects, polarities, houses and case examples. 

Lundsted, Betty Transits: The Time of your Life Everyone goes though their own life and Transits. Some 
Astrology books approach Transits in such a dictionary-
like way, not this one. Lundsted shares transits in a very 
personal way. 

Luntz, Charles Vocational Guide by Astrology
MacCraig, Hugh The 200 Year Ephemeris
MacKinnell,Terry The Dawning
MacNaughton,Robin Power Astrology:Make the most of 

your Sun Sign
MacNeice, Louis Astrology Provides a balanced treatment of the subject discussing its 

sometimes disreputable history, its disciples and critics as 
well as astrological predictions 
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Mann, A. T. The Divine Life A revolutionary new way of understanding your 
astrological pattern. The unique time scale described here 
will help you uncover which events in your life are 
formative, what meaning they have, and when they took 
place. This approach to astrology reflects the most up-to-
date discoveries in physics, which reveals that reality is a 
complex web of relationships that cannot be understood in 
isolation. Your astrological pattern identifies the people, 
events, and inner mechanisms that define your world--past, 
present, and future. Unlike other star charts, it recognizes 
that the time spent in your mother's womb is crucial to 
shaping your personality; that's where the story must 
begin. So, it covers the conception point, the octave of 
gestation, and more, along with interpretation tables. The 
way is here. 

Mann, A.T. Astrology and the Art of Healing Attempts to relate inner causes with our "four bodies" in 
order to affect healing. Approaches healing and astrology 
in a new and revolutionary way 

Mann, A.T. Life Time Astrology From Conception to Transcendence 
Mann, A.T. A new Vision of Astrology
Mann, Tad The Round Art, astrology of Time 

and Space
This highly illustrated work looks at the ancient science of 
astrology and links it with modern ideas in astronomy, 
psychology and physics. It includes a timescale for use in 
interpretation and prediction, plus a section on the 
technique of astrological reading. 

Astrology, Old theme, New 
thoughts

March, Marion D. & McEvers, Joan The only way to Learn Astrology 
Vol. I.

Step by step towards the mastery of the fundamentals of 
Astrology 

March, Marion D. & McEvers, Joan The only way to Learn Astrology 
Vol. 2.

Step by step towards the mastery of the fundamentals of 
Astrology 

March, Marion D. & McEvers, Joan The only way to Learn Astrology 
Vol. 3.

Step by step towards the mastery of the fundamentals of 
Astrology 

March, Marion D. & McEvers, Joan The only way to Learn about 
Tomorrow Vol. 4.

Step by step towards the mastery of the fundamentals of 
Astrology 

The only way to learn about Horary 
and electoral Astrology

March, Marion D. & McEvers, Joan The Only Way to Learn about 
Relationships Vol. 5.

Marks, Tracy The Twelfth House This important book demonstrates how working with 
dreams is one of the most effective gateways into the 
hidden meanings of the Twelfth House. Specific dream 
interpretation methods are clearly explained. 

Marks, Tracy The Astrology of Self Discovery Combining astrology, depth psychology, and spiritual 
teachings, Marks helps the reader make contact with the 
planets as they function as internal archetypes and 
personalities, as well as gain insight, perspective, and the 
tools for self-empowerment. She has helpful advice on 
how to prepare for and handle outer planet transits, 
especially Neptune and Pluto, which she covers in-depth. 
She also addresses the healing of the "inner child" and the 
feminine principle as expressed by the Moon, and the lunar 
nodes as an expression of life purpose. 

Marks, Tracy The Art of Chart Synthesis
Marks, Tracy Neptune
Maternus, Firmicus Julius Ancient Astrology, Theory & 

Practice: Mathesos Libri VIII.
Mayer, Michael The Mystery of Personal Identity
Mayo, J Astrology, a Key to Personality A book for beginners wanting simple instructions on how 

to interpret a chart, as well as for old hands seeking fresh 
perspectives 

Mayo, Jeff The Astrologer's Astronomical 
Handbook

Mayo, Jeff The Planets and Human Behaviour Attempts to relate inner causes with our "four bodies" in 
order to affect healing. Approaches healing and astrology 
in a new and revolutionary way 

Mayo, Jeff How to read Raphael's Ephemeris
McEvers, Joan Astrology, Old Theme New 

Thoughts
McEvers, Joan Intimate Relationships
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Merriman, R The Solar Return Book of 
prediction

Meyer, Michael A Handbook for the Humanistic 
Astrologer

Gives some refreshing delineations based on his own 
experience. He deals with house cusp conjunctions to 
planets, different kinds of planetary aspects not found in 
other books (e.g. aspects of planets in house to ruler of 
house, aspects of the progressed solar return moon). 

Michaud, Joy The Uranus - Neptune Influence A fascinating look at these planets through history, 
mythology and the arts. Offers basic interpretations, 
exercises and meditations, and provides flower and gem 
remedies to help restore balance when dealing with 
difficult aspects to Neptune. 

Michelsen, Neil F. Book of Tables
Michelson American Ephemeris
Milburn, L.H. The Progressed Horoscope 

Simplified
Includes interpretations for all the major factors in the 
progressed chart with chapters on the nature of the planets, 
planets through the signs, progressed Ascendant, 
progressed Moon in the houses, parallels, and progressed 
and transiting aspects of the Sun, Moon and planets. 

Millard, Margaret Case notes of a Medical Astrologer
Morimando, Patricia The neptune effect
Moore, Marcia & Douglas, Mark Astrology, the Divine Science Gives some refreshing delineations based on his own 

experience. He deals with house cusp conjunctions to 
planets, different kinds of planetary aspects not found in 
other books (e.g. aspects of planets in house to ruler of 
house, aspects of the progressed solar return moon). 

Nauman, Eileen Medical Astrology
Naylor P. I. H Astrology, A Fascinating History
Negas, Joan Astro Alchemy Making the most of your transits 
Neiemann, Henry & Cooper, Jean Astrology of Psychology
Nolle, Richard Chiron: The New planet in your 

Horoscope
Oken, Alan Soul-Centred Astrology The book features an elevation of the spiritual importance 

of the ascendant, the incarnational relevance of cardinal, 
fixed, and mutable crosses, and the correlation between 
astrology and the Seven Rays. Revealing the soul's path to 
inner enlightenment and outer fulfilment, it offers a 
complete course for the serious student. 

Oken, Alan Alan Oken's Complete Astrology
Oken, Alan Rulers of the Horoscope Oken masterfully guides you through the labyrinth of 

delineating and synthesizing the complex interchange 
between rulers of houses and their signs and the nature of 
the houses they occupy and rule. He defines and describes 
derivative houses, planetary and house rulerships, 
dispositorships, mutual reception and the compatibility and 
nature of importance of their placement in the horoscope. 
The astrological charts of well-known people are 
illustrated with detailed descriptions of planetary 
relationships, their positive and negative aspects, and the 
traditional and modern interpretation of the houses. In-
depth exploration of the ruler for each of the twelve houses 
and the rulers of the rising sign. 

Oken, Alan As above, So below A primary guide to astrological awareness. 
Omarr, Sydney My World of Astrology
Orr, Marjorie The Astrological History of the 

World
Offers a startling new way to look at the past which shows 
how the stars affect your destiny in a much more 
mysterious way than most astrologers realize. Survey the 
astrological influences behind such major events as artistic 
and cultural peaks in civilization; the rise of women to 
power; the emergence of megalomaniac dictators and 
revolutions; the rise and fall of dynasties; mass migrations 
of peoples; and disasters such as the terrorist attacks of 
September 11, 2001. You'll even see why U.S. presidents 
elected in years ending in zero (Lincoln, Kennedy, Reagan) 
were and are at risk of assassination. 

Pagan, Isabelle, M Signs of the Zodiac Analysed
Paltrinieri & Rader The Book of Practical Astrology
Parker, Derek & Julia The New Complete Astrologer
Parker, Derek & Julia Parkers' Astrology Definitive Guide to Using Astrology in Every Aspect of 

Your Life 
Parker, Derek & Julia Cancer
Parker, Derek & Julia Sun and Moon Signs
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Parker, Else Astrology and it's Practical 
Application

Parker, Julia The Astrologers Hand Book Unlike most books written for the general reader, The 
Astrologer's Handbook individualizes the astrological 
details of each person's chart, combining the Sun Sign with 
the Rising Sign, Moon Sign and the planets. 

Pingree, David{trans} Carmen Astrologicum
Plunket, Emmeline Calendars and Constellations of the 

Ancient World
Pottenger, Martha Healing with the Horoscope
Raman, B. V. Notable Horoscopes The book features an elevation of the spiritual importance 

of the ascendant, the incarnational relevance of cardinal, 
fixed, and mutable crosses, and the correlation between 
astrology and the Seven Rays. Revealing the soul's path to 
inner enlightenment and outer fulfilment, it offers a 
complete course for the serious student. 

Raphael The Key and Guide to Astrology
Rathgeh, Marlene Masini Success Signs - A Practical 

Astrological Guide to Career 
Fulfilment

Updated for the Age of the Aquarius, this practical guide 
shows how to use astrology to choose, redirect, and get the 
most out of a career path. 

Reid, Linda Astrology Step by Step
Reinhart, Melanie Chiron & the Healing Journey Traces the development of the archetype of the Shaman, or 

Wounded Healer, which accompanies the soul's journey of 
awakening. The chapter on transits describes the profound 
process which Chiron signals as it moves around the 
horoscope over time. This book is essential reading for 
anyone seeking to shed light on the astrological symbolism 
and meaning of Chiron. Chiron was discovered in 1977 
and this book is a classic of original thinking, inspiration, 
depth of astrological experience and careful research. It has 
more than stood the test of time, and is appreciated by an 
ever-growing number of astrologers who focus on the 
soul's unfoldment through life experience, bitter or sweet. 

Robertson, Arlene & Wilson, 
Margaret

The Power of Pluto 1979. Book One: Pluto as a Natal Planet - Book Two: 
Pluto in Transit - Book Three: Pluto and the Future 

Robson, Vivian E. Fixed Stars and Constellations in 
Astrology

A comprehensive survey of fixed stars in natal & mundane 
astrology, the stars & constellations of medieval magic, 
and fixed stars in astrometeorology. Robson gives their 
traditional meanings & their effects when combined with 
planets & angles. Convenient tables & a comprehensive 
index make this volume easy to use. Included are some 110 
named stars, as well as 48 ancient constellations & 60 
modern ones. Arabic, Chinese & Hindu lunar mansions are 
also discussed. 1923 

Robson, Vivian E. A Student’s Text Book of Astrology
Robson, Vivian E. The Fixed Stars and Constellations 

in Astrology
A comprehensive survey of fixed stars in natal & mundane 
astrology, the stars & constellations of medieval magic, 
and fixed stars in astrometeorology. Robson gives their 
traditional meanings & their effects when combined with 
planets & angles. Convenient tables & a comprehensive 
index make this volume easy to use. Included are some 110 
named stars, as well as 48 ancient constellations & 60 
modern ones. Arabic, Chinese & Hindu lunar mansions are 
also discussed. 

Robson, Viviane The Radix System 1930. Contents: directional chart; major directions; minor 
directions; example reading; cuspal reading; cuspal 
directions; minor directional chart; parallels and midpoints; 
converse directions; some final hints; effects of directions; 
with a table of major and minor arcs. 

Rodden, Louis The Mercury Method of Chart 
Comparison

1973. If you wish to look at what the actual potentials are 
between two people, this is the book that has the key(s). 

Rose, Christina Astrological Counselling Uses transcripts from counselling sessions to show how 
reviewing astrological themes in people's lives can help 
them better understand themselves and their personal 
relationships 

Rudhyar, Dane The Astrological Houses One of the only books devoted to the deeper meaning of 
the twelve houses in astrology. Rudhyar explains their 
meaning as "fields of experience." 20th anniversary 
publication. 
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Rudhyar, Dane The Astrology of Personality A modern classic, as potent today as when first written in 
1936. Rudhyar integrates modem concepts of psychology 
with elements of both Western and Oriental philosophies. 
He succeeds in presenting Astrology as a symbolic 
language by reformulating its basic concepts and focusing 
on viewing the chart as a whole. 

Rudhyar, Dane An Astrological Mandala
Rudhyar, Dane The Practice of Astrology A modern classic, as potent today as when first written in 

1936. Rudhyar integrates modem concepts of psychology 
with elements of both Western and Oriental philosophies. 
He succeeds in presenting Astrology as a symbolic 
language by reformulating its basic concepts and focusing 
on viewing the chart as a whole. 

Rudhyar, Dane The Lunation Cycle A modern classic, as potent today as when first written in 
1936. Rudhyar integrates modem concepts of psychology 
with elements of both Western and Oriental philosophies. 
He succeeds in presenting Astrology as a symbolic 
language by reformulating its basic concepts and focusing 
on viewing the chart as a whole. 

Ruperti, Alexander Cycles of Becoming Contains the following: 1. The Humanistic Approach. 2. 
The Age Factor: waxing/waning hemicycles; individual 
years; applying the age factor. 3. The Sun-Moon Cycles: 
cycles of the Moon’s nodes; eclipse cycles; solar & lunar 
cycles. 4. The Personal Planets-Mercury, Venus & Mars: 
Venus-Mars cycle; Sun-Venus cycle; Sun-Mars cycle; 
Mercury cycle. 5. The Jupiter Cycle. 6. The Saturn Cycle: 
the generic cycle; the individual cycle. 7. The Jupiter-
Saturn Cycle: the Development of a Social Destiny. 8. The 
Uranus Cycle: the Saturn- Uranus cycle; the Jupiter-
Uranus cycle. 9. The Neptune Cycle: the Neptune 
generations; the personal cycle of Neptune; Uranus-
Neptune cycle; Saturn- Neptune cycle; Jupiter-Neptune 
cycle. 10. The Pluto Cycle: the Pluto generations; the 
personal cycle of Pluto. 11. Retrograde Movement of the 
Outer Planets 

Rushman, Carol The Art of Predictive Astrology
Russell, Eric Astrology & Prediction
Russell, Lesley Brief Biographies for Astrological 

Study (Arts)
Sachs, Gunter The Astrology File This is not a book of predictions. It is a sensational book 

which gives conclusive evidence of the connection 
between events and star signs. Taking the answers to 
millions of questionnaires from universities, publishers and 
insurance companies, an institute set up by Gunter Sachs 
analysed the extensive data, in cooperation with the 
statistics department of the University of Munich, and the 
results are revealed in this excellent, and highly readable, 
book. Marriage, divorce, suicide, academic life, work, 
illness, death, criminal activities, even driving accidents - 
all are analysed with user-friendly charts and graphs to 
enable the reader to spot his own data. 

Sakoian Frances , & Acker Louis The Transiting Planets Full planet delineation plus Moon through each of the 
signs from both the personal and mundane, or public, 
perspectives. 

Sakoian, Frances & Acker, Louis The Astrologers Hand Book This reference guide to astrology deals not only with 
interpretations of the sun signs, rising signs, planetary 
signs and the significance of the houses, but also with the 
meaning of the aspects and how they can be used in 
understanding the entire horoscope. 

Sakoian, Frances & Ackerman, Louis The Zodiac within each Sign The technique of introducing Decanates and Duads into the 
Zodiacal sign of 30 degrees may help to find the reason 
why the broad characteristics of each sun sign do not apply 
rigidly to all natives. This technique is a refinement that 
could result in greater accuracy in the work of astrologers 
and help to establish validity. 
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Sakoian, Frances & Ackerman, Louis The Astrologers Handbook This reference guide to astrology deals not only with 
interpretations of the sun signs, rising signs, planetary 
signs and the significance of the houses, but also with the 
meaning of the aspects and how they can be used in 
understanding the entire horoscope. 

Sakoian, Frances & Ackerman, Louis That Inconjunct Quincunx
Sakoian, Frances & Ackerman, Louis The Astrology of Human Relations A comparison of the horoscopes of two people can yield 

much useful information about whether they will be 
attracted to each other and, if a relationship occurs, what 
the nature of that relationship is likely to be. Incidentally, 
although horoscope comparisons are often done to see the 
potential for a successful romantic relationship or 
marriage, such comparisons are equally valid for any two 
people including siblings, co- workers, etc. 

Sakoian, Frances & Ackerman, Louis Predictive Astrology Understanding Transits as the Key to the Future 

Sasportas, Howard The Gods of Change Although Uranian disruption feels quite different from 
Neptunian confusion or the pulverizing impact of Pluto, it 
is the transits of the outer planets that most often mark our 
personal turning points. Each offers its own distinctive 
dilemmas, its particular type of trauma, test or trial. In this 
impressive new book Sasportas blends his deep knowledge 
of psychology with moving case histories from his work as 
an astrologer in order to illuminate what happens as the 
outer planets transit the chart. Find the meaning and 
pattern behind periods of upheaval and to discover new 
depths in ourselves. 

Sasportas, Howard The Twelve Houses Explores in detail the experiences and situations associated 
with each of the houses, describing not only their tangible 
associations but also the more subtle meanings of each of 
the different spheres of life. A pioneering volume and a 
favourite among students and professionals alike, this is 
the recognized as the definitive work on the subject 

Saunders Richard The Astrological Judgement & 
Practice of Physick

Explores in detail the experiences and situations associated 
with each of the houses, describing not only their tangible 
associations but also the more subtle meanings of each of 
the different spheres of life. A pioneering volume and a 
favourite among students and professionals alike, this is 
the recognized as the definitive work on the subject 

Scalka, Julia Ludlon The Instant Horoscope Predictor
Schiermer, Barbara Astrology Alive A Guide to Experiential Astrology and the Healing Arts 
Schulman, Martin Karmic Astrology
Schulman, Martin Celestial Harmony
Schulman, Martin The Astrology of Sexuality Schulman says we all fall into one of fifteen categories of 

sexual behaviour depending on our rising sign. Focuses 
mainly on giving a detailed, house by house, account of 
how each of us functions and interacts on a sexual level. It 
examines closely our underlying motives when involved in 
a relationship, and the ways in which we tend to view and 
try to encourage or sometimes even undermine existing or 
prospective partners. 

Sepharial New Dictionary of Astrology
Sephariel Primary Directions Made Easy in 

Astrology
Sepharial follows one method, and this has respect to the 
varying altitude of the several bodies directed to the places, 
and aspects of others. The principle involved is, however, 
so simple of expression and so easy of application, which 
at the same time so completely satisfactory in results, that 
he sought to bring it into popular use by making it instantly 
accessible to any student fortified with a set of Tables of 
the Houses. Contents: principles of directing; polar 
elevation; illustration; mundane aspects; zodiacal and 
mundane parallels; summary; further examples; suggested 
method; general review; royal horoscope; telescopic view; 
solar and lunar horoscopes. 

Sephariel New Dictionary of Astrology
Sewell, Rupert Stress and the Sun Signs An Astrological Approach to the Self-Treatment of 

Tension. Poetic and psychological as well as deep 
Seymour, Dr Percy The Scientific Proof of Astrology
Shanks, Thomas G. The International Atlas: Revised 

Fifth Edition
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Shea, Mary Fortier Planets in Solar Returns Shea concentrates on a complete description of 
possibilities. Her examples range from spiritual transitions, 
starting a new business, love affairs, marriage, issues 
involving children and parents, health, education, writing 
and publishing books, relocation, income changes, career 
transitions, and much more. She covers both positive and 
negative possibilities for different Solar Return placements 
and configurations she discusses. 

Shaw,Christine Predictive Astrology
SMIT, Rudolf H. Placidus Tables of Houses for 

Latitudes of Australia & New 
Zealand

Spiller, Jan Astrology for the Soul
Spiller, Jan & McCoy, Karen Spiritual Astrology
Starck, Marcia Astrology, Key to Holistic Health Starck is a Medical Astrologer who does astrology 

consultations and lectures in the US and internationally. 
Starck, Marcia Astrology: Key to Holistic Health
Sulivan, Erin The Astrology of Midlife and Aging Between the ages of thirty-seven and forty-one, something 

mysterious takes place within the psyche. Jung called this 
phase our "unlived life," assuming rightly that midlife did 
not inaugurate a time of rapid decay, loss of libido, and 
inevitable death—but rather ushered in a period in which 
one might review one's life and build upon a strong 
foundation toward the next phase of adulthood. 

Sullivan, Erin Saturn in Transit Reveals Saturn's useful and developmental influence in our 
lives. Erin Sullivan gives a thorough account of the 
astrology, mythology, and psychology of Saturn's role as 
the source of divine discontent. Saturn assists the modern 
hero and heroine, during its transit around the zodiac, by 
destroying the old and outmoded within, and throwing us 
periodically into chaos, which invariably generates a 
creative transformation of purpose in our lives. 

Sullivan, Erin Retrograde Planets Sullivan organizes and explains retrograde motion from a 
systems-viewpoint- the system of the Sun and planets-and 
interprets retrograde planets natally, by progression, and in 
transit. 

Sutton, Komilla Vedic Love Signs
Szanto, Gregory Astrotherapy, Astrology and the 

Realisation of the Self
Tarnas, Richard Cosmos Psyche Drawing on years of research and on thinkers from Plato to 

Jung, Tarnas explores the planetary correlations of epochal 
events like the French Revolution, the two world wars, and 
September 11. Whether read as astrology updated for the 
quantum age or as a contemporary classic of spirituality, 
this is a work of immense sophistication and deep learning. 

Teal, Celeste Predicting Events with Astrology Predict the circumstances surrounding love and marriage, 
romance, money, success, children and parenting, health, 
misfortune, death, and bereavement. Learn about all vital 
aspects and applications of predictive astrology, including: 
Transits, Planetary aspects, Progressions, the Vertex, Solar 
and Lunar Returns, Eclipses, Lunar Nodes. 

Tester, Jim A History of Western Astrology
Thierens,A.E. Astrology and the Tarot
Thornton, Penny The Forces of Destiny Reincarnation, Astrology and Karma 
Thornton, Penny Divine Encounters
Thornton, Penny Synastry A Comprehensive Guide to the Astrology of Relationships 

Tierney, Bil Twelve Faces of Saturn Saturn is often viewed with uncertainty and unease, but in 
this text, Bil Tierney sees Saturn as a key for liberation, as 
a guardian angel planet, as indispensable to psychological 
maturity and material stability. Tierney explores Saturn 
from the perspective of the natal sign and house. He also 
views it through each element and modality, and through 
astronomy, mythology and metaphysics. 
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Tierney, Bill Dynamics of aspect analysis The discussions of aspect configurations are more detailed 
than I've seen elsewhere, dealing in depth with different 
sorts of T-squares and grand trines while also treating some 
rarer combinations. The chapters on unaspected and 
retrograde planets are also very helpful. Perhaps the best 
thing about this book is its discussion of dissociate (out-of-
sign) aspects; these are a problem that many treatments 
gloss over, but Tierney deals with them at length in a 
plausible way 

Tognetti, Arlene & Gleason, 
Katherine

The Intuitive Arts on Money Rather that prattle on about how to make money through 
magic, the book encourages readers to view their financial 
situations in a realistic way and to use the intuitive arts as 
tools to help them increase their awareness of the role 
money plays in their lives and to improve their 
relationships with money. 

Tompkins, Sue Aspects in Astrology Illustrates how aspects can offer a profound depiction of an 
individual and his or her destiny. Contains comprehensive 
sections full of interpretations for every planetary 
combination. Concepts are explained through the use of 
actual birth charts and diagrams. A core textbook at the 
Faculty of Astrological Studies in London. 

Too, Lillian Applied Feng Shi This book goes under the surface on the Pa Kua Lo Shu 
formula. It was an easy read - a comfortable depth for 
quick comprehension. I marvel at the simplicity of this 
methodology, and anyone interested in feng shui must 
surely have heard of this one. 

Townley, John Planets in Love The first astrology book to take an unabashed look at 
human sexuality and the variety of relationships people 
form to meet emotional sexual needs. With unusual depth 
and insight, author John Townley delineates each 
traditional horoscope factor in terms of love and sex. 
Planets in Love contains a 300-word delineation of every 
planet and the Ascendant in every sign, every planet in 
every major house and planetary aspect. In all, there are 
550 delineations written in terms of your sexual behaviour 
and relationships. This book provides a catalyst for couples 
to open up their communication about sexual and 
emotional issues. Moreover, it gives you a valuable guide 
for an ongoing process of discovery and exploration. 

Townley, John Uranus
Truly, Glyn Astrology: How to put the Stars to 

Work for You
Turner, Gwyn Human Destiny The psychology of astrology 
Tyl, Noel The Houses, their Signs and 

Planets Vol. II.
Tyl, Noel The Planets, their Signs and 

Aspects Vol. III.
Tyl, Noel Aspects and Houses in Analysis
Tyl, Noel Horoscope Construction
Tyl, Noel Astrology: Mundane, Astrol, Occult 

Vol. X.
Astrology has its global applications, as well as its 
significance to personal development. This book explores 
the astrology of nations and of history, as well as fixed 
stars in Mundane, Horary, Medical and Natal Astrology. 

Tyl, Noel Analysis and Prediction This book discusses this practice -- known as Horary 
astrology -- as well as electional astrology, which helps 
you to make the best decisions. 

Tyl, Noel Astrological Council
Tyl, Noel Special Horoscope Dimensions
Tyl, Noel Astrology and Personality
Tyl, Noel The Teaching and Study Guide
Tyl, Noel The Missing Moon A collection of nine short stories which take hero-

astrologer Michael Mercury throughout the comedy of the 
horoscope. Sometimes fiction does a better job at getting a 
message across than does excessive logical argument. A 
great way to learn astrology's humanistic challenges. 

Tyl, Noel Integrated Transits
Tyl, Noel The Expanded Present Radix Methods and Secondary Progressions. 
Tyl, Noel Synthesis and Counselling in 

Astrology
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Tyl, Noel Astrological Timing of Critical 
Illness

Shows how astrology can predict the onset of serious 
illness. He explains how aspect patterns in natal/transit 
charts relate to the onset and development of specific body 
weaknesses and illness. Case studies, including those of 
Arnold Schwarzenegger, Ernest Hemingway, Marilyn 
Monroe, Betty Ford and Carl Sagan are presented. The 
history of medical astrology, and the predisposition to 
pathologies as indicated by the chart, are explored. 

Van Toen, Donna The Astrologers Node Book Donna Van Toen provides a truly fresh approach to those 
mysterious imaginary points in the horoscope - the Nodes. 
Traditionally, the nodes have been interpreted 
superstitiously as points of good and bad luck, or they have 
been seen as the karmic catch-all for suffering, or they've 
been dismissed as meaningless. The author sees the 
opposition of the Nodes as a point of conflict between 
growth and stagnation, and working from this premise, has 
written a book designed to help readers determine how to 
balance the Nodes, how to find that missing part and 
develop it, and how to keep the Nodes balanced. 

Vantoen, Donna The Mars Book The most complete book about Mars ever written, author 
Donna Van Toen discusses Mars as it relates to personality, 
energy, occupational motivation, luck, and love, as well as 
Mars in natal, transiting, and progressed positions. She 
explains how the planet symbolizes your inner motivation, 
the esoteric role of Mars, and how Mars relates to karma. 
The Mars Book features chapters on Mars in relocation 
(including delineation); Mars and your luck; interpretations 
for transiting and progressed Mars in the houses, signs, and 
aspects; Mars and your love life; intercepted Mars; 
interpreting the Mars Return chart; Mars and your inner 
motivation; example Mars analysis; and Sun-Mars quickie 
synastries for relationships. 

Vogh, James Arachne Rising The thirteenth Sign
Walters, Derek The Complete Guide to Chinese 

Astrology
Chinese astrology predates its Western cousin by 
millennia, and this comprehensive text traces its history 
from the earliest records to the present, and explains the 
founding principles of the art. In-depth analysis offers 
insight on all the essential aspects: its foundation in 
astronomical observation, its development in historical 
context, and the methods used in interpreting the portents. 
There are also comprehensive studies of popular concepts 
such as Feng Shui, the Chinese calendar, and divination 
plates. The inclusion of actual Chinese horoscopes from 
different periods provides an intimate, unmediated look 
into this ancient form of divination. 

Watters, Barbara The Astrologer Looks at Murder It's probably the only work on how to solve murder using 
astrology. Tarot cards are only added to astrology. The 
interesting hard to read title called The Hobby is in the 
work. 

Weiner, Errol Transpersonal Astrology Finding the Soul's Purpose 
Weingarten, Henry The Study of Astrology
Westran, Paul When Stars Collide The author, an astrologer and former police crime analyst, 

finds that the same hidden patterns associated with Venus 
occur continuously and consistently in the majority of 
relationships. A study of 1300 celebrity and historical 
relationships, backed up with details and charts, proves the 
point. When Stars Collide brings relationship and astrology 
into context and takes a giant leap forward towards not 
only understanding how to find out who you will attract, 
but also when you will attract them. 

White, Suzanne Book of Chinese Chance
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Whitman, Edward Aspects and their Meanings Vol III: An exhaustive study of Aspects and their Meanings 
as the title makes clear. The reader is shown the method for 
'sight recognition' of various Aspects making simple a 
procedure which, to many, often appears a complicated 
process. The effects of the Major and Minor Aspects in 
their differing locations, together with the meanings, are 
dealt with in detail and phrased in usable, everyday 
language. The value of this book to the student is enhanced 
by the inclusion of a detailed description of the influence 
of the 'Progressed' Moon and of the 'Progressed' Aspects of 
this luminary. As one of the essential requirements in the 
tabulation of a horoscope is the time factor, a Chapter has 
been devoted to 'World Time Differences'. The method of 
working has been given a reasonably comprehensive list of 
countries showing the extent their time differs from that of 
G.M 

Whitman, Edward The Influence of the Houses V I.
Yott, Donald H. Conjunctions An In-Depth Delineation of Conjunctions. Vol. One (1982) 
Zain C.C. Progressing the Horoscope
Zoller, Robert The Arabic Parts in Astrology
Zoller, Robert Liber Hermetis Published in two volumes, the Book of Hermes Part I 

presents extensive study and technique on the lots 
(commonly called the Arabic Parts today); the houses 
(domus ); the nature of the seven ancient planets - 
singularly, in transit of each other, and in return (or 
revolution) charts; the use of the decans which become 
visible in the night sky during their heliacal rising (their 
images - the decan-star images like the images of the Signs 
of the constellations so familiar to us today being an 
essential part of early Western Predictive astrology) 

Zoller, Robert It’s All in the Stars
Zoller, Robert Tools & Techniques of the Medieval 

Astrologers
Zoller, Robert Al-Kindi on the Stellar Rays
Zoller, Robert Foundation Course in Medieval 

Astrology
Zoller,Robert 5th House
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